Abstract. This paper primarily concerns certain groups of homeomorphisms which are associated in a natural way with a variety of spaces, which satisfy a set of axiomatic conditions put forth in §1.
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[June intersection with X', and each point of X' has a neighborhood basis contained in <%. Ctf will denote the collection of the closures of the elements of °)l.
(d) G(X,X'): a nonvoid collection of homeomorphisms of X onto itself, each carrying X' onto X'. Gx will denote the collection of all homeomorphisms of X onto X each carrying X' onto X' and each supported on some element of ¿f. Gx will denote the group generated by Gx. If X,X',Jf, and G(X, X') are such as to satisfy the following axioms, then iX,X',3f, G(X,X')) will be called an ¿-quadruplet2).
(1) If KeJf, then Cl(~ K)eJf.
(2) If KeJT, and if geG<X,X'), then g(/C)eJf. (3) If gy, g2eGiX,X'), and if geGx, then ggl, glgeGiX,X') and gig i e G£.
(4) If Ky, K2, K3eJT, with Ktezz K°3zd K2, then there exists an element g e Gx, supported on K3, with igKf) = K2i3).
(5) If geG£, and if Klf K2eJf with X.. £ K° and giKf) = Ku then there exists an element gyeGx, supported on K2, such that g^K. = g\Ky.
Axioms (1) and (2) will be frequently used and usually without being cited. Note that in the case where X = X' Axioms (1) and (4) assert a sort of invertibility for X.
Axiom (3) implies immediately that if geGx, and if gyeGiX,X'), then ££i> SiS^GCX,X'). In view of this (3) also implies that if geGiX,X'), then g-1 e GCX, X'): for g2eG*x; hence g-2 e G*x, and therefore g~v=gg~2e GCX, X)'. It now follows that if g e Gx and K eJT, then g(/Q eJf. For since GCX, X') # 0, there exists gyeGCX,X'). Then ggf^GLY.X'), and gyiK)eJf by Axiom (2). Hence, also by Axiom (2), g(K) = ggy\gy(K))eCtr.
Also Axiom (3) implies that if g e GCX, X') and b e G*x, then bgb ' le G(X,X'), i.e., the conjugate of any element of GCX, X') by any element of Gxis an element of G(X,X').
It follows also that the set GCX, X') and Gj^are either equal or disjoint; or, in other words, GCX,X') = Gx if and only if ee GCX,X').
Note that since each of GCX, X') and Gx consists solely of homeomorphisms which carry X' onto X', any homeomorphism which we may subsequently construct must satisfy this condition if it is to be in either GCX, X') or Gx.
Henceforth we shall assume that (X,X',Cff, G(X,X')) is an ¿-quadruple. By way of example, while reading the arguments to follow, one might think of X as the n-cell, n > 1, and X' as its boundary. Definition 1. Suppose pe X' and <& = {C^fL^ZJf. Then <$ is called a null sequence with respect to p or, more briefly, r€ is said to be null for p, if:
(a) C.-M c C(°, i = t0, and (2) This definition is due to R. D. Anderson [1] except that we omit his axiom two. Without using the concept of topological dilation he obtained previously Corollaries 3 and 4 to Theorem 2, Of course if {Q}f=f0 is null for p, then P = P) {C;};°=,0. Null sequences indexed from i0 to -oo may be defined in a comparable fashion.
Definition 2. Suppose p and q ate distinct points of X', and supposê = (Q}¡™ -oo SJf". Then <ë is called a dilation structure with respect to the ordered pair (p,q) provided:
(a) {CjfJo is a null sequence for p, and (b) {C1(~C,)}?L0 is a null sequence with respect to q. Definition 3. Suppose ge Gx and suppose r€ = {C¡}," _oe is a dilation structure with respect to (p,q). If g(C;) = C¡+1, -oo < i < oo, then gis called a topological dilation with carrier c€; and <€ is said to carry g.
Note that if {CJ/Sq is null for p, and if ge G*x U G(X, X'), then {£(C;)}r=0 is null for g(p). Hence if geGx is a topological dilation with carrier r€ = {Cjf= _oe with respect to (p, g), and if ô e Gx, then <5g<5 ~' is a topological dilation carried by «" = WÄ-» with respect to (<5(p), <5(g)).
2. Topological dilations. We begin this section by proving some lemmas which will be useful throughout the paper. Next we demonstrate the existence of topological dilations and, in fact, may conclude that Gx is richly supplied with them. We conclude §2 with Theorem 1, which asserts any two topological dilations are conjugate in Gx.
Proposition
A. Suppose p and q are distinct points of X'. Then there exists a dilation structure with respect to (p,q).
Proof. Since X is first countable, regular, and Hausdorff, X' is perfect, and is a basis, it easily follows that we may find sequences of elements of Jf, {C,}r=°o and {Di}i°=i> ni'U for P ar>d q respectively, with ConD1=0 and C0 UD, # X. Setting C; = Cl( ~ D¡) for i £ 1, we see that 9f = {C,}tZ-oe is the desired dilation structure. Proof. Select xeXfnX' and £,e.f with xeE° and £, c K°. This can be done since Xis regular. Now select £2 e¿T, with x e E2, E2 <=■ E°¡. Using Axiom (4), we obtain geGx, supported on K2, with g(K¡) = E2. Set K = g~\Ey). Lemma 1. Suppose KeJf and x0,y0e(K° fiX'); suppose also that %'= {Ci}laLy,@ = {£>;}"= i = ^ are null for x0,y0 respectively, with C, cPdD,. Then there is a homeomorphism h e Gx, supported on K, such that h(C¡) = D¡ for i = l. . From this, since h, e Gx and <€ and 3 are null for x0 and y0 respectively, it follows that h is a homeomorphism supported on X, h(x0) = y0, and h takes X' onto X'. Hence h e Gx. As a corollary we obtain Lemma 2, which resembles Anderson's telescoping Lemma [1] .
Lemma 2. Suppose X0,X,eJf with X, <= K° and geG(X,X') with g(K0) a K°. Suppose also that x0eK°C\X', {D¡}?= y is null for x0 with Dy <= K°.
Then there exists h e Gx, supported on X,, such that (hg)'(K0) = D"for i = 1.
Proof. Set C. = g(K0) and C, = g(D,_f) for i = 2. Then {C,},Zt is null for g(x0). Hence Lemma 1 asserts the existence of h e Gx, supported on X,, such that h(C,) = D" for i à 1. Hence (hg)'(K0) = D" for i ^ 1.
Lemma 3. Any dilation structure carries a topological dilation.
Proof. Suppose 36 = {/?;}; = -,*, is a dilation structure with respect to (p,q). By Proposition B there is an element Ky eJf such that P0 <= K°, K, <= B°y. We now apply Lemma 1 with X, asX,P_¡as C" andP_i+1 as D,for i -l,andx0 = p = y0 to obtain h¡ eGx, supported on X,, with h{(B_) = P_i+., for / -1. Corollary.
There exists an element geGx such that g is a topological dilation.
Proof. Since X' is perfect, X' contains two distinct points. The corollary now follows from Proposition A and Lemma 3.
We remarked earlier that if g £ Gx is an arbitrary topological dilation, then any conjugate of g by an element of G* is also a topological dilation. Theorem 1 asserts that the converse is true: that any topological dilation is a conjugate of g. Theorem 1. Suppose gl and g2 are topological dilations. Then there is an element r of Gx such that gt = rg2r ~\ Proof. Let <€ = {C.}f=_oe be a dilation structure with respect to ip,q); and let 3' = {D',}fL_x be a dilation structure with respect to ip',q'); with V and 3 carrying g2 and g, respectively.
We may select ae ~C0C,X' a¥=p'-There is an integer ¡0 ^ 0 such that a$D'io. Hence we may find K, e Jf with ae/C?, X, O(C0 UD/J = 0, and X, t¿ (C0 UDio). Set D, = D,+io, -oo < i < oo ; then 3 = {DJ,™ _oe carries gy, and D0 = D,0.
Since C0UDqC ~ Klt we may invoke Lemma 1 to obtain ôy e Gx, supported on Cl( ~ K¡), with SyiC,) = D¡, i = 0. {SyiOi^Cd))?.! is null for ôy(q), and öy(Cl(~ C0)) = Cl(~ D0). Hence we may again apply Lemma 1, this time to the sequences {Ôy(Cl( ~ C¡))}f=¡ and {Cl(~D,.)}r=i, to obtain S2eGx, supported on Cl( ~ D0), with ô2ôL(Cl(~ C¡)) = Cl(~Di), iêl.
Set ô = ô2ôy e Gx ■ 0(C¡) = D¡, -oo < i < co, and ö(p) = p', ô(q) = q'. Hence 3¡ carries the topological dilation g = ôg2ô~i.
We may think of the construction of ô as the first step in the conjugation procedure to change g2 into g¡, since it yields the topological dilation g which is carried by the same structure that carries gy. Of course pointwise g need not equal g,. To achieve pointwise equality a further conjugation in necessary, which in the event that D0 is open and closed is quite simple. We proceed to that case :
Set B¡ = (boundary of D¡) = D¡-L>°. Since g\B0) = B¡, -oo < ¡ < oo, B¡ = 0. if and only if B0 = 0. If B0 = 0, define a as follows:
if x e Di+ y -D¡, ot(x) = g\g~Xx), -oo < i < oo.
Then a is a homeomorphism of X onto itself taking X' onto X'. Since a takes D0 onto itself, and since B0 = 0, if we define a, = a on D0 and a, = e on ~ D0; and a2 = a on ~ D0 and a2 = e on D0, then a1; a2 e Gx and a = ct2a.y e Gx. Since gy = aga-1, if we set r = a<5, then gt = rg2r~l .
It is in the remaining case that Axiom (5) finds its only employment. Thus we might observe now, if the reader hasn't already done so, that in case 3t consists of sets which are open and closed in X, Axiom (5) a¡ e Gx and a¡ takes D^ onto Dp -oo < j < co. By Axiom (5) there is a¡ e Gx, supported on Cl( ~ K¡), such that a¡ | Cl ( ~ D¡) = a¡. In particular, a¡ takes Dj onto Dy and S; | B, = a¡. Set a' = Y[i = i<*i-a' is a homeomorphism, supported on Cl( ~ Ky), and taking Z' onto X' and Z onto X; hence a'eG.*-.
Observe that a' | B¡ = g'ig-', i ^ 0; and a' takes D¡ onto D;, -co < i < oo.
Now take K_yeJf with D.^xij, X_j <= D°. Set a_t =g1~'g. a_,eG^, and ce_, takes D, onto D" -oo < i < oo. As before, from Axiom (5) we obtain ä_i e Gx, supported on X_,, with ä_ 11D_ t = a_ t. In particular, oc_, takes D¡ onto D" and a_1|P_,=a_1. Again proceeding inductively for ¿^2, select K_,eJf with D_,^K°_"
Then a_¡ takes D¡ onto D,., -oo < j < oo, and a_,eGx. We use Axiom (5) to obtain ä-jeG^, supported on X_¡, with ä_;|£)_; = a_¡. And ¿c_; takes Dy onto Dj, and ä_i|ß_i = a_i.
Seta =f]T=i<*-¡-<*eGx, is supported on X_,, takes £>¡ onto £>,, -oo < /< oo, and ä\B_, = gflgl, i = 0. Now set a = ä • a' e Gj£. Since X_ t nCl( ~ X,) = 0, a takes D¡ onto D; and a|-S¡ = gig_í, -co<¿< co. Setting g = ag<x-1, we observe that g\B, = g,, -oo < / < oo.
Finally, we define ß as follows:
if xeD,+ y -D" ßix) = g\g~ïx), -co < i < oo. ß is a homeomorphism of X onto itself, carrying X' onto X'. Also ß\ß, = e, -oo < i < oo. And since, in addition, /? takes D0 onto D0, if we define /?.=/? on £)0 and ßy=e on ~ D0; and /?2 = j3 on ~ £>0 and jS2=eon D0, then ßt, ß2eGx; hence j9 = ß2ßy e Gx. And since g y = /ig/? " ' if we set r = ßab e Gx, we have gi = rg2r~\ 3. The principal theorem; its corollaries. In this section we prove the principal theorem of the paper and deduce some corollaries. Theorem 2. Suppose f and g are elements of GiX,X') neither of which is the identity on X'. Then there exists elements hy and h2 of Gx such that (/r2g/i2"1)(/t)//í71) is a topological dilation. Furthermore hy and h2 may be chosen as topological dilations.
Proof. We distinguish two cases: Case 1. At least one off and g, say /, is not of period two on X'. Case 2. Both/and g are of period two on X'. Case 1. Since/is not of period two on X', neither/nor g is the identity on X', and X' is perfect, we may find elements C., D., /10, and P0 of JT such that the sets {C., £)., A0, B0,fiA0),f~liA0), g(B0)} are mutually disjoint and such that the sets {Cy, D[, A0, B0,f(A0),f~x(A0), g_1(P0)} are mutually disjoint.
Select ceC°yr\X', deD^nX', aeAlr\X', and beBoC\X'. We now take sequences of elements of X -{C,},"= i» Pi}i* n {»¿¿f-ôi and {Pj^-null for c, d, a, and b respectively. and a sequence of elements of ¿f, {T^flty null for x2, with T., C\K2. We again apply Lemma 2, this time with C> as X0 and with ß as g, to obtain cc2eGx, supported on X2, with (a2ß),(Cy) = T_¡, i 2ï 1.
Set í/ = (a1rg/-~1a1"1)(a2(5/<5"1a2"1) and observe that if d\Af) = T, and d~'iCy) = T_¡ for i -I, then d is a topological dilation carried by the dilation structure {Ti'}™=_oe with respect to (x2,x,) , where T,'= T" i = -1, To = C,, Tj'-CK-T,), ¿el» Consider i/04.): Since X2 ni, =0,bfb'xcf-2xiAf) = bfb~xiAf) = bfiAo). Since X2ná/(X0) = 0, a2<3/(^o) = V(^o)cC1.
But KyC\Cy = 0; so af^/^o) = ôf(A0). Furthermore, since a, is supported on Ky <= D° ~~ ^2 and a2 is supported on 2 *"■ C? -C2, ft, = a2(5 and /j2 = ce.r are topological dilations carried by si and 3S respectively; and d = (h2gh2l)(hifhf1).
In the above we had set K2 = bf~1(A0) and had then remarked that X2 <= bf(A0) =0. It was this that enabled us to construct at independently of a2.
Of course the construction of a2 was dependent on a,; however we defined X, = rg(B0) and had we been able to assert that Xj r\ rg~1(B0) = 0 we could have constructed at and a2 independently of each other. But, since in the event that g was of period two on X', K, r,rg~1(B0)^ 0, no such assertion was possible. Had / also been of period two on X' then neither a, nor a2 could have been constructed independently of the other. For this reason Case 2 requires a slightly modified procedure.
Case 2. Since neither/nor g is the identity on X', we may select elements of at, C0, DQ, A0, and *P0» such that the sets {C0, D0, A0, *B0, f(A0), g(*B0)} are mutually disjoint and the sets {C0, D0, A0, *B0,f~1(A0), g~1(*B0)} are mutually disjoint. Now select ceConX', deD^nX', aeA°0r\X', and be*B\]r\X'. As before, we may select null sequences {C,}fi0, {0;}¡^o> {^;}; = o> and {B,}f=^ for c, d, a, and b respectively with ß0 c *^o-We now set A, = Cl( ~C), B, = Cl( ~D,) for i = 1 and observe that si={A,}™ _ "
and SS = \Bfif=_m are dilation structures with respect to ia,c) and (b,d) respectively and hence, by Lemma 3, carry topological dilations by and ry respectively. So we see that d~1(C¡)<=of~1iK2), d~2iC¡)cz d'xibf~\K2)) c bf~\K4), etc. In general, d~\Cf)^ bf1 (X2¡), J¿1.
From this, together with the fact that cT'iCt) c d~i+ '(C1,), i ^ 1, we conclude that {i/_'(C))}r=o is null for àf~\xo)-If we set &i=<5 and h2-a3r, then d= ih2gh~2l) ihyfhf1)-Let d s G*-be an arbitrary but fixed topological dilation : Corollary 1. Iff,geGCX,X'), neither f nor g being the identity on X', then d is the product of a conjugate of f by a conjugate of g, the conjugating homeomorphisms being elements, of Gx. Proof. By Theorem 2there exist ht,h2e Gx such that d = ih2ghf l)k\hJKy ), where dis a topological dilation. But by Theorem 1 there exists h3 e Gx such that h3dh3x = d. Hence h3dhfx = (h2gh2~x)(h1fh~¡1). Therefore d=hfí(h2ghf1)(hyfh-yí)h3=(h31h2gh21h3)(hf1hyfh-yih3).
Corollary 2. IffeGCX,X') and either f\X' # e orf=eandif deG(X,X'), then f is a product of two conjugates of d, the conjugating homeomorphisms being elements of Gx. Proof. If/ | X' i= e, then by Corollary 1, with d~ ' as g, we have d = (h2d-lhf1)(hyfh~y1) for some h2, hyeGx. Hence (l^dhf1) d = h1fhl~i; or hyiQi2dhf1) dhv=f. Therefore (\TyX\\2dh2 xhy)(h\~l dhy) =/.
If/=e, then notice that ¿T1 is a topological dilation, and hence, for some hysG*x, M*!1--*"1« Then d(hydhyx) = dd~x = e=f. Corollary 3. Suppose fg,h, and k are elements of G(X,X'),none of which are the identity on X'. Then fis the product of a conjugate of g by a conjugate of h by a conjugate of k, the conjugating elements being in Gx. Proof. By Corollary 1 (h1fhy-1)(h2g~1h2i) = d = (h3khf1)(h^hh^1) for some hy,h2,h3,h4.eGx.
Then hyfh'y1 =(h3kh31)(h4hh^1)(h2gh21). Hence f=(h-ylh3khfíhl)(h-yíKhhflhf)(h-y1h2ghfíhi).
Corollary 4. Suppose fgeG(X,X') and f\X' =£ e ï g\X'. Then f is the product of three conjugates of g, the conjugating elements being in Gx. Proof. Corollary 3 with h = k = g. 4 . Examples. We now make mention of a few examples of ^-quadruples. In each instance, of course, the existence of topological dilations is guaranteed by the corollary to Lemma 3. However in the examples to follow a canonical topological dilation d, suggests itself and in some instances will be given. Then, by Theorem A few words about possible extensions of the preceding conclusions. Let G denote the group of stable homeomorphisms of En. Set d(x) = r0x, xeE", r0> 1. By arguments similiar in spirit to those of Theorems 1 and 2, one can show that if fe G", then there exist stable homeomorphisms b and r such that bdb~1f = rdr~1. Therefore/is the product of a stable conjugate of d by a stable conjugate of d~l.
It is impossible to obtain Corollary 4 for the group G", since it is not simple. However the following question might well be asked : suppose /, g e G" with / not the identity and g not supported on a cell. Is/the product of three conjugates of g? Or if three won't work, what is the smallest number which will? Three appears to suffice, if g moves a tame ray off of itself.
Finally we remark that the number of conjugates of g employed in Corollary 4 cannot, in general, be reduced: In each of the examples (l)-(5) above it is easy to find nonidentity elements/and g of GCX, X') such that /is not the product of two conjugates of g.
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